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“Nolite Te Bastardes Carborundorum, Bitches.” 

In November, 2016, a television series adaptation of the Margaret Atwood novel, The 

Handmaid’s Tale, came to Hulu streaming service. The Handmaid’s Tale is a dystopian horror-

tragedy series about a post Second Civil War America renamed Gilead. The story focuses on 

June -- otherwise known as Offred for her commander Fred (Of-Fred) -- a fertile woman who has 

been marked with a red tag, meaning she will be forced into servitude as a handmaid in order to 

give a higher ranking married couple a child. Handmaids are just one piece of this religion- 

based society, and they are just one group of women who are being forced to succumb to men in 

every aspect of life. There are the handmaids, each assigned to a commander or high ranking 

man in Gilead who’s wife is considered “barren;” Aunts are in charge of teaching and 

disciplining the handmaids; Marthas typically take care of cooking, cleaning, helping with 

handmaids, and other general housekeeping duties; and finally the Wives are basically strapped 

to their homes, serving their husbands. All women are not allowed to read, write, or hold any 

jobs or positions other than those assigned to them. The men run this society, meaning they have 

complete and total control over the women and their bodies.  

The Handmaid’s Tale television series was created as a response to the growing fear over 

women’s reproductive rights with the upcoming election of Donald J. Trump. Though the book 

the show is based upon was written in 1985 during a Reagan era America -- another “mightily 



perverse period for sexual politics,” (Nussbaum) -- a lot of the social commentary on our current 

sexual politics still remains relevant, just in different ways. For example, in 1985 there were two 

major political movements both “claiming to protect women,” (Nussbaum). The “anti-abortion 

New Christian Right” was gaining speed, as well as the anti-porn movement (Nussbaum). Now, 

from 2017 to present, The Handmaid’s Tale comments heavily on the hierarchy men create for 

themselves above women -- the same hierarchy that gives powerful men like Donald Trump the 

right to say things like, “‘She doesn't have the look. She doesn't have the stamina, I said she 

doesn't have the stamina, and I don't believe she does have the stamina,’” (Prasad) when 

speaking about Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. It also sparks a conversation about the 

controversy over women’s reproductive rights today, such as making abortion illegal and deny 

access to sexual health care facilities like Planned Parenthood.  

This connection to human rights and political controversies is what makes The 

Handmaid’s Tale such a compelling and deeply frightening horror story: it could have the 

potential to become reality. The Trump-Pence Administration really gave Americans a scare, and 

the fight for women’s reproductive rights is still in action even after they’ve left office. There are 

so many powerful people in this country who want that totalitarian government Gilead has, and 

this creates such an intense and fragile world women have to live in. So, if we already live in a 

world where women are fighting for their reproductive rights and their right to be equal to men 

in everyday life, is it worth putting ourselves through more agony by watching The Handmaid’s 

Tale? 

In season one episode four, “Nolite Te Bastardes De Carborundorum,” we see June 

trapped in her bedroom. In the previous episode there was a chance she was pregnant, so when 



she got her period, her commander’s wife, Serena Joy, punished her by confining her to her 

room. In this episode, June lays on her closet floor and finds a phrase scratched on her wall: 

“Nolite Te Bastardes Carborundorum.” She is then taken back to a memory of her friend Moira 

etching “Aunt Lydia Sucks” on the wall of one of the bathrooms in “The Red Centre,” an old 

high school where the harsh Aunt Lydia taught them some of their practices as Handmaids; in 

this episode, we get a look at when they were taught their role in The Ceremony.  

The Ceremony is the act of making a child, and it is performed once every month. The 

Handmaid enters the room first, followed by the other workers for the family -- in June’s case 

that is their Martha, Rita, and Commander Waterford’s driver, Nick -- then the Wife, followed 

finally by the Commander. The Commander then reads the Bible verse that justifies The 

Ceremony’s act:  

And when Rachel saw that she bare Jacob no children, Rachel envied her sister; and said 

unto Jacob, Give me children, or else I die… And she said, Behold my maid Bilhah, go in 

unto her; and she shall bear upon my knees, that I may also have children by her. And she 

gave him Bilhah her handmaid to wife: and Jacob went in unto her, (McNally). 

After this, the handmaid and the wife lay on the bed, the handmaid “sit[s] with her head in the 

lap of the Commander’s wife, literally upon her knees, while the Commander has sex with 

her,” (McNally). Gilead’s Government took this verse very literally, as you can see, and made it 

an essential part of their system. 

In the scene where June is learning about The Ceremony in the Red Centre (12:20), 

director Mike Barker allowed us to watch the scene play out from the point of view of the 

handmaids, the aunts (specifically Aunt Lydia), and even from the point of view of who is in 



power in Gilead -- whether that’s the new Government or God himself. There is very clearly a 

hierarchy and different levels of power, and the direction relays this. For example, when we are 

viewing the scene from the Aunts point of view, the camera is always steady and slightly pointed 

down at the handmaids, whereas when we are viewing the scene from the handmaids’ points of 

view, the camera is usually shaky and right at eye level. When the camera is from the highest 

point of view (the overarching view of God) we can usually see the entire scene: every handmaid 

placed on a bed in the position of either the wife or the handmaid for practice, while the aunts 

walk around them. This is the first time the handmaids learn that they will be having sex with the 

men between their wives’ legs. The camera is especially shaky when at the handmaids’ eye level 

as Aunt Lydia recites the passage that explains this, which is the same moment the handmaids 

realize they will not only be raped by these men once a month, but it will occur with the wife 

physically taking part (14:38). The Ceremony is one of the most important -- and most terrifying 

-- aspects of this story. In this episode alone, we see the genuine fear in the handmaids’ eyes as 

they truly learn just how much control over their bodies has been taken from them. It conveys 

how much the handmaids are trapped in this “assignment” that has been given to them by this 

Government. They are confined in every aspect of their lives. 

 In “The Handmaid’s Tale Recap: Trapped in a Box,” Laura Hudson comments on this 

idea that “[g]ender roles are sort of solitary confinement,” which rings true so harshly in this 

episode. Hudson reveals that the Ceremony is confining for both June and Commander 

Waterford; obviously it is much worse for June because she is being held against her will, but 

without the connection between partners, Waterford is not able to perform sexually. The 

handmaid is not allowed to hold conversation or even make eye contact with their commander, 



so in an effort to solve this lack of intimacy, Waterford invites June to his office late at night for a 

game of Scrabble. “This is what the Commander wants in this chaste affair with the woman he 

rapes every month,” Hudson writes. “She gives him not sex but the illicit intimacy he desires: the 

taboo fantasy of connecting with a woman who might even be smarter than he is,” (Vulture). 

This realization and need for Waterford to connect with June doesn’t even come close to making 

up for raping her and forcing her to be a handmaid, but it does offer some insight on the fact that 

no matter what role one has in Gilead, they are in some way trapped and forced to live by the 

rules of something or someone other than themselves. The only way to survive is to understand 

that they’re not alone in their fight. 

During Waterford and June’s game of Scrabble, he asks her to grab a dictionary where 

she sees a book about Latin Grammar, and she is reminded of the phrase she found etched in her 

closet (41:03). She asks Waterford what the phrase means; he tells her “it’s a joke,” but “it’s only 

funny if you know Latin,” and he shows her the Latin Grammar book she had seen before with 

the phrase written on the inside cover. He says it loosely translates to, “Don’t let the bastards 

grind you down,” (45:27). He then asks where she heard it and if she knew the Offred who came 

before her. She asks what happened to her, and he reveals that she “hung herself from the 

ceiling” because “she found her life unbearable,” (47:05). June uses this to make Waterford 

believe that she is ready to “give up,” and asks him to persuade Serena Joy into letting her 

outside. In the next scene, we see June being let outside, her one moment of the tiniest bit of 

freedom. The episode finishes with June’s line: “Nolite Te Bastardes Carborundorum, 

Bitches,” (51:04).  



The phrase “Nolite Te Bastardes Carborundorum” has been a ringer for feminist 

movements since in appeared in the Margaret Atwood novelin 1985. Atwood admitted to making 

up the phrase in order for it to translate to that fighting phrase, “Don’t let the bastards grind you 

down,” (McKay). Rhys McKay explains in “What Does ‘Nolite Te Bastardes Carborundorum’ 

Mean?” that the phrase is “just a silly joke to the Commander, but to Offred, it is a message that 

tells her to hold on.” McKay also points out that “[t]his quote is instrumental in awakening her 

determination to survive,” which has become a reigning meaning for many women in their lives. 

McKay goes on to say, “Women’s rights movements and feminists have adapted it as a rallying 

cry to fight injustice… many women see similarities to the Handmaids’ struggle to their own.” 

This is just another example of a connection this story has to reality that makes it hit so close to 

home for women everywhere.   

Similarly, Louisa Mellor comments on the effect this Latin joke has on the entire theme 

of this episode in, “The Handmaid’s Tale Episode 4 Review: Nolite Te Bastardes 

Carborundorum.” “The scratched message… meant solidarity. The same goes for Moira’s graffiti 

at the Red Centre. It wasn’t done for them, it was done for the next girl,” (Mellor). The episode 

ends on that exact note: solidarity. We see June followed by other Handmaids walking outside -- 

again, their one and only area of slight freedom -- feeling more empowered than ever before, and 

it definitely left a mark on the audience. Mellor also discusses Serena Joy and the rest of the 

wives’ anti-feminist mindset despite being completely belittled and pushed down by their 

husbands. Mellor states, “Like all women who use their power to oppress other women, it hasn’t 

clicked for [Serena] that the patriarchy is her enemy too.” The wives sit back, “happy” to serve 

their husbands in their submissive roles in society, even though in their lives before Gilead, they 



had careers, passions, and beliefs other than the only ones they are allowed to express now in 

Gilead. They were their own women, and they didn’t need to take care of men in order to receive 

validation in the world. These women exist today; they are the ones who believe their job is 

simply to assist and serve men in every way they can. 

What about The People of Praise? The People of Praise is “a small Christian group 

founded in the 1970s” that was once the home of recently appointed Supreme Court Judge Amy 

Coney Barrett (The Washington Post). According to “a 2010 People of Praise Directory… 

[Barrett] held the title of ‘handmaid,’ a leadership position for women in the community,” (The 

Washington Post). In 2017, Sean Connolly, a spokesperson for The People of Praise, “said in an 

email that the group replaced the title of handmaids with ‘women leaders,’” around the same 

time as the tv series’ release. Atwood did address the connection between this organization’s 

practices and The Handmaid’s Tale, and she said that “she was inspired by ‘a different but 

similar’ group” (The Washington Post). Though it wasn’t the direct inspiration, The People of 

Praise opened some eyes and minds to the reality that there really are people and/or groups with 

similar beliefs as those who created Gilead. It is an alarming realization that makes one think 

about the scarily similar aspects of this horror-tragedy, fictional story and the world we’re 

actually living in. 

Louisa Mellor touches on this blurred idea of horror story vs reality. She says, “What 

makes [the people in Gilead] truly in-the-pit-of-your-stomach-scary monsters, is that they 

actually exist.” Writers Laura Hudson, Tasha Robinson, Devon Maloney, Adi Robertson, and 

Megan Farokhmanesh came together to each give their opinions on the relevance of The 

Handmaid’s Tale and whether or not it’s worth watching in “Is The Handmaid’s Tale Still Worth 



the Agony of Watching It?” Robinson started by saying, “In a world so crowded with 

entertainment choices, I find it hard to imagine seeking out a show where the entire point seems 

to be exhaustively running down the ways in which an oppressive society could abuse 

women,” (The Verge). It is definitely not a show you binge-watch, especially as a woman, so 

Robinson brings up an excellent point; why torture ourselves with this fictional society when our 

own reality is already so damaged? Laura Hudson also points out that in 1985 when the novel 

came out, women back then still believed it was so far-fetched there was no way our world could 

ever turn out that way. She says, “How secure they must have felt, all those Serena Joys, in their 

own power. But in 2018, its portents are so terrifyingly familiar that they have become 

excruciating to watch,” (The Verge). The comment is still true right now; I’m sure there are 

plenty of women who watched this show feeling secure in their power and rights thinking, “This 

could never be real!” I personally, however, think that even though The Handmaid’s Tale  is 

incredibly hard to watch, it is also very eye opening. I feel like I’m much more aware of when 

women are pushed aside to favor men, or when women are critical of other women for simply 

standing up for themselves. Gilead is full of extremes, but it also makes some very strong points 

and connections that many women today can relate to. 

In 2021, the world has developed many different ways to promote activism on all sides of 

the political spectrum: physical protests, social media, marches, rallies, etc. The fight for 

women’s reproductive rights, especially, has grown a large following and support across the 

world despite many governments fervently trying to gain control. In the US, abortion is still legal 

in all 50 states, but more and more state governments are making it harder to obtain a legal 

abortion -- for example, senators in South Carolina are trying to pass the “South Carolina Fetal 



Heartbeat and Protection from Abortion Act” which “would prohibit abortion as soon as cardiac 

activity can be detected with an ultrasound,” giving them 5-6 weeks after insemination, aka when 

most women discover they’re pregnant (Romo).  

In addition to State Governments fighting against women’s reproductive rights, the 

Trump-Pence administration fought hard to make Planned Parenthood -- an organization that 

offers helpful and affordable family planning and sexual health care to everyone -- inaccessible 

and wanted to “defund” it entirely [“‘Defunding’ means blocking people who use government 

health programs, like Medicaid and Title X, from accessing preventive care at Planned 

Parenthood health centers,” (“Tracking Trump”)]. So far, the only success they’ve had in 

defunding Planned Parenthood is a gag placed on Title X , but their supporters are not going to 1

stop, and neither are those fighting against the former administration’s sexist rulings.  

The Handmaid’s Tale has become such a strong force in women’s fight for equality and 

their right to have control over their own bodies, but it can be incredibly draining on a woman’s 

psyche. The extremity of Gilead scares women everywhere. We have to ask ourselves: is Gilead 

a possibility if the conservative people in power get their way? Or, what if the progressive 

movements we currently have fail? The Handmaid’s Tale is a harsh method of revealing these 

issues in our society, but can it be worth watching if it can empower us enough to keep fighting?  

  “In 2019, the Trump administration implemented a harmful Title X gag rule. The rule banned doctors in the Title X program 1

across the country from telling people how they could safely and legally access abortion. This made it impossible for patients in 
the program to get birth control at places like Planned Parenthood — and prohibited doctors and nurses from giving people full 
information about all of their sexual and reproductive health care options.” (“Title X”) 
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